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NEWS IN BRIEF
Beware of Coronavirus Scams
In times of uncertainty, there are those that feed on fear.
Unfortunately, with the masses affected by coronavirus, there
are multiple scammers looking to capitalize on the skepticism
circulating as new information is being spread by the minute. While
a large majority of these scammers are utilizing phishing emails,
malicious websites and illegitimate or non-existent charities, there
are those that are taking scams door-to-door. Perhaps the biggest
scam is people attempting to impersonate the Centers for Disease
Control and arriving in white lab coats at homes who then proceed
to rob the house once inside. The CDC and the DOH will never
do “at-home” tests and anyone that claims they are a part of either
organization should be asked to verify their identity or contact local
law enforcement. No healthcare provider, law enforcement or any
government agency is going door-to-door testing for coronavirus.
Many are also taking to phone calls in an attempt to scam
individuals out of their money by impersonating health companies
who need credit card information to process tests or government
officials asking banking details for thier stimulus checks. In any
form, individuals are advised to use extra precaution during this
time as scams are high. Always confirm the true source of any
notification, beware of false information and report price gouging.
For more info and helpful tips, visit consumer.ftc.gov/features/
coronavirus-scams-what-ftc-doing.

Encino Farmers Market Still Open
For those looking to shop small and get some fresh air,
the Encino Farmer’s Market is still being held every Sunday from
8 am to 1 pm. Following strict health guidelines, booths will be
appropriately spread out and limited contact is ensured. There will
be one entrance and one exit to control the flow of visitors and
those feeling unwell are asked to refrain from attending. Dogs will
not be allowed at this time.

Want To Do Your Part? Donate Blood!

As coronavirus continues to dominate the news, health
professionals are reminding individuals that blood donations are
still urgently needed. After all, with thousands of blood drives being
cancelled to combat large gatherings and widespread attention on
the current virus, there is a nationwide shortage of blood. Every
two seconds someone needs a blood transfusion and by donating,
you can save up to three lives. With the scare of public interaction,
health professionals are taking extra precautions to ensure a sterile,
safe environment to donate including safe distancing, taking
temperatures and sterilizing areas constantly. ONEgeneration will
be partnering with American Red Cross on Tuesday, April 14, from
8:30 am to 3:30 pm, to host a blood drive at the Senior Enrichment
Center (18255 Victory Blvd). Visit redcrossblood.org to schedule
an appointment and use sponsor code “onegeneration” to book a
time or find another blood drive in your area.

Valley Virus Map Created by CSUN Professor

Just click on your city
and see how many cases of
coronavirus have been confirmed.
As of April 1, Encino
has 30.
The new interactive
maps from CSUN professors
Steven Graves and Danielle Bram
track the virus’ progress county
by county and neighborhood by
neighborhood
(csungis.maps.
arcgis.comn).
Using data from Johns
Hopkin’s website, Graves and
his students used geographic
information system software to
create the map because maps
found online “didn’t really
give me a sense of what was
happening in my community at
the county level.” He told Valley
News Group, “I live locally and
wanted to show what was going
on locally.”
Graves, a geography
professor, and his team are part
of the Center for Geospatial
Science and Technology at
CSUN. The center is a group of
teachers and former students who
work full time to make maps and
do analysis. It’s basically the
research and contract wing of
the geography department that
has done health and medical
geography studies in the valley as
well.
“We’ve
compared

disparities from the east and west
valley. Where toxic waste dumps
are and asthma statistics for
example,” Graves said.
“This is not a radical
departure for us,” he said, about
creating a map using statistics,
“but it’s a crisis and it took a bit
to figure out how to pull data from
Johns Hopkins and LA Public
Health and integrate it.”
“It’s one thing to
report the numbers, but if there
is no context, they really don’t
mean anything,” Graves said,
adding that reports of a couple
hundred confirmed cases of
COVID-19 in a county with a
population in the millions mean
something different than a dozen
reported cases in a county with a
population of less than 100,000.
“Five hundred confirmed cases
in a county of 10 million people
translates to about five persons
per 100,000 people, which is not
great but better than a county of
less than 100,000 people with 12
confirmed cases,” he said.
“Places
that
have
population density, a lot of
tourism and international airports
- places like New York, Los
Angeles and San Francisco - are
going to have high rates of the
virus,” he continued. But some
other places have far more cases
than you would expect, given

their characteristics. I think that’s
important to see.”
By
tracking
the
coronavirus’ progress by county,
Graves is hoping the data will
raise red flags in some areas,
and identify other areas where it
appears efforts to fight the virus’
spread are working. “We can
learn from those places where
the numbers appear to grow at a
slower rate and share with those
places that appear vulnerable,” he
said.
“Right now, we have
to take all of this with a grain
of salt,” he continued. “We
don’t really know how good
the data tracking those with the
coronavirus is. Everyone is doing
the best they can. But once the rate
at which people are being tested
improves, then we will have a
better picture of what is going on.
Right now, our maps are creating
a foundation on which we will
eventually create a better picture
of what is going on in the country,
county by county.”
Graves said that even
with all the analysis, the map was
really created “largely for public
consumption. The idea was to
make it available to anybody.”
He added, “At CSUN
we’re ahead of the curve on this we really try here to give back to
the public.”
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Spring Bird
Blurb

By Paula Orlovich
This is the perfect time to
really enjoy the birds that frequent
our yards and neighborhoods, as
they are busy declaring territory,
looking for a mate, building nests
and raising young.
Can’t sleep at night? No
worries, you will be serenaded by
the elegant Mockingbird whose
songs and calls seem to exceed
the levels permitted healthy for
our eardrums during this time.
These hard-working birds declare
themselves constantly, and use a
huge playlist!
The
Northern
Mockingbird is primarily gray
with white wing patches and
white outer tail feathers. It has
a fierce eye and is aggressive
in its hunt for insects, fruit and
berries.
It can be seen protecting
its nest from larger birds,
swooping in to chase off the
offending interloper as it rasps out

a very vocal
warning.
It
is
fearless,
attacking
bigger birds,
Photo by Pat Bates
squirrels and
the occasional
around the corner, and while
hapless human that wanders by.
We often take this celebrations may be a little
common bird for granted.
I different this year, if you still plan
caution such scoffing at this bird, to make Easter baskets be cautious
as he in turn is mocking you! of using fake grass. Easter occurs
Watch for this bird’s appearance during nesting season and birds
and take note. Perhaps you will are attracted to the shiny pieces
be lucky enough to observe a pair of shredded plastic to incorporate
into their nests. The problem is
building a nest nearby.
I wish you luck! Happy that the chicks can get tangled
in the plastic and are unable
backyard birding!
Paula
Orlovich
is to escape from it because they
President of San Fernando cannot break it with their beaks.
Suggested alternatives
Valley Audubon Society. For
more information, visit www. include colorful shredded paper,
crumpled up colorful napkins or
sfvaudubon.org.
even fresh herbs like rosemary or
lavender.
***
Have a happy and
Easter is also right healthy Easter celebration!

McDonald’s Offering Free Breakfast to
First Responders

For the forseeable future, participating McDonald’s will be offering a free breakfast sandwich and
coffe during their morning business hours to all first responders and healthcare workers. Those with a valid
ID or uniform are eligible to receive these offerings until 10:30 am. Steve Ho, owner of five locally operated
McDonald’s in the San Fernando Valley (including two in Encino at both Haskell and White Oak) verified
that his locations will be participating.

Can You Spare a Laptop
For a Student?

Do you have an old laptop gathering dust in the closet? Or
have a spare you can loan? The LAUSD is asking for the community’s help in allowing students to continue to learn during this period
of quarantine. They have a Chamber member who will clean up files
and update them to either donate or loan to a student who needs one.
For more information, email marian@unitedchambers.org or call (818)
501-2281.

Self-Isolating and
Spring Cleaning?

While this season is typically labeled as the time to refresh
and reorganize your homes in the spirit of “spring cleaning,” it seems
being self-isolated has really put this into overdrive as individuals are
willing to do anything, even deep cleaning, to stave off the boredom
of sitting at home. So, in the effort to spread the wealth and make sure
your items are repurposed to a good home, below is a list of local
organizations that could benefit from your cleaning spree. While many
may be closed to the public at the moment, it’s advised to call the
organization to schedule a drop off and confirm what items they may
be in need of.

WEST VALLEY BOYS & GIRLS CLUB
(818) 610-1054 / wvbgc.org
HAVEN HILLS
DOMESTIC ABUSE TREATMENT CENTER
(818) 887-7481, X121 / havenhills.org
NEW FRIENDS HOMELESS SHELTER
(818) 887-1109 / newfriendshomelesscenter.org
ONEGENERATION
(818) 705-2345 / onegeneration.org

Entertainment Options to
Stream From Home

The Metropolitan Opera: The Metropolitan Opera has handpicked
a selection of past performances and will release a new stream every
day at metopera.org.
Live Zoo Feeds: Want to watch the latest penguin antics? Or mellow
out by watching colorful fish? Choose from a variety of live stream
cameras at montereybayaquarium.org/animals/live-cams or zoo.
sandiegozoo.org/live-cams.
Early Film Release Screenings: Many major studios will begin
streaming current theatrical releases on OnDemand and moving
up release dates of scheduled home video releases. Disney has
mentioned the release of “Frozen 2” early, while Universal will
release their current theatrical movies likes “Emma.” Visit the
OnDemand section on your cable provider.
Berliner Philharmoniker: There’s nothing like music to soothe
the soul and Berliner Philharmoniker wants to bring their concert
hall into your home! Visit their virtual concert hall free of charge at
digitalconcerthall.com/en/home.

15700 Ventura Blvd-Haskell
17641 Ventura Blvd-White Oak
Locally Owned and Operated

Musical Theatre: Broadway may have gone dark but that doesn’t
mean you have to miss out on the chance to watch musical
productions from the comfort of your couch. Playbill has generated
a list of various beloved productions that are available for streaming.
Visit playbill.com/article/15-broadway-plays-and-musicals-you-canwatch-on-stage-from-home.
Kids’ Activities: Keep the kiddos entertained, and educated, with a
variety of online programs at pbskids.org or get homemade science
experiment ideas at curiodyssey.org/activities/science-experimentsfor-kids.

People in the News
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Giving Back to
Healthcare Workers

In these unprecedented times,
one group is coming together to give back
to those most in need. The Encino Little
League decided to repay the favor and lend
their support to Tarzana Hospital that has
long been a sponsor of their league.
The league gathered $500 worth of
snack food to keep the medical professionals
fed and fueled during these grueling hours.
They also started a GoFundMe campaign
where 100% of the proceeds will go to either
providing snacks directly to the hospital or
to buying gift cards for medical personnel so
they can order food for their families while
on shift. To contribute to the GoFundMe,
visit Encino Little League’s Facebook page
and follow the link.

* “Want to hear something funny?...Quarantine.” “I don’t get
it,” his friend replied. “Yeah...it’s an inside joke.” Badum chaa!!
* Avid English Channel reader Nicole Honey chimes in with
this chuckle, “What’s more delightful than Ted Danson?” “Ted Singin’
and Danson!”
*Why do they hate the sunrise in Athens? Because Dawn is
tough on grease.
* Max Turell advises that “If you can’t convince them,
confuse them!” And he submits the story of the Cardinal named Secola
who was in the running years ago to replace the late Pope John Paul
II. But the others turned him down arguing the public wouldn’t go for
anybody named “Pope Secola.”
* Spring is here, I’m so excited I wet my plants!

Lusy Gradzhyan (in red), chef of
Lusy’s Mediterranean Cafe and Grill, was out
delivering meals to the overworked medical staff
at Kaiser Hospital.

* Some Easter jokes for the kiddos:
What’s orange and sounds like a a parrot? Carrot!
What you call a rabbit with fleas? Bugs Bunny!
What do you call a mischievous egg? A practical yolker
What is the Easter Bunny’s favorite genre of music? Hiphop of course!
* Local reader Mark Wilkin relayed the news that it seems
a group of leading medical people have published data that indicates
that Seder participants should NOT partake of both chopped liver and
charoses. It is indicated that this combination can lead to Charoses of
the Liver!
* The English Channel loves nothing more than quippy
church signs in your local neighborhood. Perhaps the most apropos
for the season, one states, “Wasn’t expecting to give up this much for
Lent!”
* Or how about “Hygenesis 24:7, Stay Home - Wash Hands.”
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TRIMMING YOUR EXPENSES?
HAVE YOU CHECKED THE PREMIUMS ON YOUR
MEDICARE SUPPLEMENT PLAN LATELY?
Many carriers have recently had rate increases.
See your age below for rate comparison reality check.
Plan G is the change most people are embracing!
M E D I C A R E
PLAN F
INNOVATIVE F
OR F EXTRA

PLAN G

65*

138.00*

66

guarantees you the
right to change your
Medicare supplement
plan to any other
carriers’ same or
lesser plan within

30 DAYS OF
YOUR BIRTHDAY.
You can change
without answering
health history
questions.

R AT E S

PLAN G
INNOVATIVE
OR EXTRA

HIGH DEDUCTIBLE
PLAN F

113.00*

127.00*

39.00

163.00

138.00

152.00

42.00

67

177.00

154.00

168.00

45.00

68

177.00

154.00

168.00

47.00

69

197.00

179.00

193.00

50.00

70

197.00

179.00

193.00

52.00

71

214.00

192.08

216.00

54.00

72

214.00

199.69

216.00

57.00

73

232.00

207.63

232.00

60.00

74

232.00

215.84

232.00

63.00

75

268.00

224.33

248.00

66.00

76

268.00

233.16

248.00

68.00

77

287.00

242.31

265.00

69.00

78

287.00

251.81

265.00

70.00

79

302.00

261.63

278.00

74.00

80

302.00

271.83

278.00

79.00

81

325.00

282.71

292.00

79.00

82

325.00

282.71

292.00

79.00

83

325.00

282.71

307.00

79.00

84

325.00

282.71

307.00

79.00

85

358.00

282.71

321.00

79.00

AGE

THE CALIFORNIA
“BIRTHDAY RULE”

S U P P L E M E N T

($2340 2020)

L.A. County rate changes through 4/1/2020. (Compilation of rates from 10 carriers)
*Reflects $25/month new-to-Medicare Part B 12-month discount.
5-7% couples discount available on some plans. Rates subject to change.
“F” Plans are only available to those eligible for Medicare prior to 1/1/2020.

Call us at 818-888-0880
or go to pdinsure.com

PAUL DAVIS

CA LICENSE

#0M47932

Voted “Best Insurance Agent” for 18 years
by readers of the Daily News 2002-2019!

20
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A Letter From the Editor

By Katie Sterling
During this time of
uncertainty, we wanted to reach
out to those that make the paper
what it is. As a community
newspaper, our main focus is, and
always will be, how best we can
serve those that work and live
in our community. During these
unprecedented times, we wanted
to reach out to ask, “How can we
help you?”
While normal routines
may have changed, we are still
publishing our four newspapers
on our regular schedule and want
to ensure we are doing the best
we can to support our advertisers,
writers and readers.
Does your business have
a timely article on coronavirus
(i.e health, financial, business)
that you would like us to publish?
Are you offering a helping
hand to the community in some
manner? Is your store still open
for business offering curbside

pickup or delivery? Let us know!
Our newspapers are
being delivered digitally straight
into the homes of locals, keeping
them up to date on the latest
happenings in their backyard.
If we can help spread the word
about your business during this
time, we would love to help.
Thank you for being
a part of our newspapers and as
always, thank you for reading.
***

Happy Easter
from
Valley News Group!
***
In other news, spring
has officially arrived and while
this is typically my favorite
season, it seems redundant to
say that this year feels different.

In a time usually set for enjoying
the outdoors and congregating
with family in celebration, we’re
instead isolating inside and
keeping an appropriate distance
from even our loved ones.
I can’t say I’m not
disheartened that our traditional
Easter celebrations probably
won’t happen this year but
staying home is the safest plan of
action for the time being.
Personally, I have my
days where I’m truly productive
at home. Other days, the smallest
setback like forgetting to defrost
the chicken has me crying. These
are odd times. Scary times.
Times where it’s ok to vent your
frustrations, show your emotions
and mentally check out when
needed.
The thing that gets
me through these hard times is
knowing that we are all in this
together. While it may not make
it easier, the support of your
community eases the path you’ve
all found yourself on. Send a
funny gif, share a favorite family
recipe, offer to get groceries for
those that can’t.
They say misery loves
company but in these times, it’s
important to find the light in
things, find the laughter and come
together as a community.

Encino Chamber of Commerce Joins Business
Associations Across the Nation to Demand Change in
Business Continuity Insurance to Save Small Buisnesses

As many businesses
have been justifiably anxious
about how to keep their businesses
afloat during this time of
COVID-19, the Encino Chamber
of Commerce along with over
80 chambers of commerce and
business associations across the
nation created the Save Small
Business Coalition (SSBC) to
address exactly that concern.
Businesses need cash now,
period.
The coalition, spanning
15 states, wants to empower a
solution for both small businesses
and the insurance industry, backed
by the federal government.
In the past few weeks,
communities across the nation
have seen their local businesses
make the difficult decision to
reduce hours, lay off employees,
and sadly, in some cases, close
their doors for good.
Many businesses do not
qualify for disaster loan programs
and some cannot afford to incur
additional debt. There is nothing
in any business’s insurance that
covers this unprecedented event
of the Civil Authority of closing
of businesses.
Trying to reform the
policy contracts after-the-fact
will likely end up in protracted
legal battles and debate while

businesses fail and the families
they employ suffer irreparable
harm. The SSBC believes that
with a federally funded backstop
to cover the business continuity
expenses through defined grants
to business owners impacted,
insurance carriers and agents
could potentially act as a
distribution center for funds and
likely help define the terms of the
grants based on their experience
as claims payors and policy
writers. The coalition advocates
that government funding be
provided to the insurance carriers
for a streamlined process without
adversely impacting the overall
insurance safety net.
A member of the
California State Assembly, Adrin
Nazarian, supports the coalition’s
efforts in California, stating that
“Small business is the backbone
of our economy and it is vital to
rebuilding that economy once
we defeat the COVID-19 virus.
However it is imperative that the
insurance industry recognize the
‘business continuity’ claims of
small business if this essential part
of our economy is to survive.”
In addition to engaging
the government, SSBC is
seeking
the
collaborative
support of not only Chamber of
Commerce members across the

country but many of the largest
insurance industry associations
representing carriers, agents and
brokers including but not limited
to: the National Association of
Mutual Insurance Companies;
The Council of Insurance Agents
and Brokers; The Independent
Insurance Agents and Brokers
of America; and the American
Property and Casualty Insurance
Association.
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“The Save Small Business
Coalition is committed to the
survival of a vibrant business
community...”

Get the Paper Deliverd Directly to
Your Inbox Bi-Monthly

The faster all of these
organizations can collaborate and
work together to find a federally
funded solution for small business
continuity that can be dispersed
immediately to small businesses,
the quicker the vital heartbeat of
the American economy can be
saved.
The Save Small Business
Coalition is committed to the
survival of a vibrant business
community
as
businesses
across the US are feeling
severe economic hardships as
government mandates force
restrictions and closures on
business.

“Register Me”
Connect with Us on Social Media

Email us at EncinoEnterprise@gmail.com
and say

valleynewsgroup.com

@ValleyNewsGroup

valleynewsgroupwoodlandhills
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Five Tips to Stay Vigilant Amidst Coronavirus Tech Scams

By Andy Takieddine
Coronavirus cases are
steadily growing across North
America while millions of people
are getting used to the new
normal of social distancing and
self-quarantine. But guess what?
Hackers are having a field day.
On
March
16,
cybercriminals tried to break into
the Department of Health and
Human Services website looking
for
network
vulnerabilities.
Meanwhile, phishing attacks
have surged as more and more
employees feel a heightened sense
of security working from home
and spend more time looking for
updated and reliable information
about COVID-19.

Bad actors have created
scam emails with urgent
calls to action (“URGENT:
Help
Hospitals
Find
COVID-19 Ventilators!” or
links to maps that grab your
attention). New platforms
for online videoconferencing
and telecommuting also pose
a risk as cybercriminals can
capitalize on the avalanche of
messages about new logins
and meeting reminders.
In addition, hackers
have tried the usual attempts to
impersonate someone you know
(or a platform you trust) while
offering up advice about the
coronavirus and social distancing.
Hospitals and health
care workers have even been
targeted with phishing emails
that purport to come from
medical suppliers or the World
Health Organization (WHO) or
Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention (CDC).
These
encourage
quick action to process an order
of masks or check a PDF or
document attachment to confirm
vital information. But all it takes

is one click on a scam like that
to install malicious software
on a computer or network or
give hackers instant access to a
protected IT infrastructure.
Even in these trying
times, the best protection against
scams, hacks and data breaches
remains the same: heightened
vigilance by human beings
looking out for their digital safety
and the security of their company.
This can take many forms:
1. Confirm the sender’s
email address. It’s easy for a
hacker to mimic someone’s
display or contact name—always
double confirm what shows up
with the actual email address the
message was sent from to make
sure the sender is who he or she is
claiming to be.
2. Look for misspellings,
bad grammar, or unusual
phrasings in subject lines
and body copy. Even though
coronavirus-related
phishing
schemes are proliferating right
now, the good thing is that they
aren’t much different from past

attempts. Paying extra attention
to every detail of a message—
capitalization,
punctuation,
paragraph structure, any language
that seems out of the norm, makes
detecting fake ones easier.
3. Don’t download
unfamiliar attachments or click
on unfamiliar links. If you aren’t
expecting a specific file from
a specific sender, don’t open
anything attached to an unknown
message. This goes for links too.
Encouraging email recipients to
click on a collaborative Google
Doc or Sheet file is a common
way to redirect them to a
malicious website. If you’re using
a desktop or laptop, hover your
mouse over the link to confirm
the target URL matches what’s
written. And if you have time to
type out a website yourself, you
can avoid secret redirects.
4. Activate multi-factor
authentication (MFA) on every
account you can. Many phishing
schemes try to get you to re-enter
your password for common apps
or social media accounts—all in

YOU’RE KIND OF A

PIG DEAL

BUT HOW DO YOU STACK UP AMONGST YOUR COMPETITION?

MARKETING STRATEGY
BUSINESS EXECUTION
PUBLIC RELATIONS
1-800-527-3646

contact@coweconsulting.com

COWE CONSULTING
BUSINESS & BRAND DEVELOPMENT

coweconsulting.com

hopes that hackers can steal your
password. Using multi-factor
authentication can mitigate this
since MFA requires something
you know (your password) with
something you have (a unique
code delivered via text message
or email).
5. Use only private,
protected Wi-Fi networks and
virtual private network (VPN)
connections. Security experts
consider signing in to sensitive
office networks with public Wi-Fi
or unsecured network connections
akin to “swimming in sharkinfested waters”—it’s only a
matter of time before you get bit.
Always use private, passwordprotected Wi-Fi networks to work
from home, and talk to a trusted
IT provider about setting up a
VPN that can minimize the risk to
devices and data.

Phishing attacks have
surged as more and
more employees feel
a heightened sense of
security working from
home and spend more
time looking for updated
and reliable information
about COVID-19.
COVID-19 has changed
the way we live our day-to-day
lives and heightened the need
for enhanced protection as we
navigate new IT territory.
Encourage
your
employees
to
help
with
cybersecurity by being vigilant
for phishing attempts and taking
extra measures to protect their
computers, their digital identities,
and their information.
Need help with new
IT requirements in the wake of
COVID-19? Unsure what to look
for in scam emails? Want to build
an extra layer of protection around
your business and the important
data it relies on? Contact CMIT
Solutions today.
We’re here for you and
together we’ll make it through
these trying times.
Visit cmitsolutions.com/
Encino or call (747) 239-2122
to answer any tech questions you
may have.
Andy Takieddine is
the current president of CMIT
Solutions of Encino and has
spent over 30 years working for
multinational companies the likes
of IBM, HP, Oracle, Compaq and
NCR.
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How Should Your Business Communicate
With Clients During This Crisis?

By Hank Yuloff
We are getting questions
from our small business coaching
clients about how they should
communicate with their clients
right now. Since the questions
seem to be the same from all of
them, we thought we would share
our answers with all business
owners.

1.
How
do
you
effectively communicate with
customers during coronavirus?
What platforms should you be
using?
What is being missed by
most people discussing how the
coronavirus is affecting business
is that our communication
methods are all working.
Email, text, phone,
messengers through each social
media platform have not been
disturbed. The only method you
cannot currently use is the ‘Stop
By Sales Call.’
Most
important:
Continue to communicate with
each client as they prefer to be
contacted. The majority of our
private business coaching clients
want emails, but some prefer
phone calls. We continue to reach
out in their preferred ways.
For example, since
we are business coaches, we
began by holding a mastermind
phone call with the entire group.
We went through some basic
marketing rules that will always
apply, like how to target your
messages to potential clients and
answer the question, “What pain
in their lives can you remove by
providing your service?”
2. How often should you
communicate with customers?
A business should be in
touch with their clients as often
as necessary. A lawyer in the
middle of a dispute will need to
be in touch far more often than a
promotional product distributor
who only communicates with
clients when they place an order.
Financial planners, if they have
not spoken with every client by
now are about to lose a lot of

them.

3. What should you say
to customers?
Pretend you are radio
station WII-FM. That stands
for “What’s In It For Me.” Let
your clients know what part of
your business applies to them
and what you are doing to help
them. Our clients for example do
not need to know that we are now
doing lead generation for OUR
business by switching from in
person workshops to online video
conference.
4. What should you
AVOID saying to customers?
Internal
challenges.
They don’t need to know them,
unless they affect them. Most of
them have their own challenges at
the moment. Be there for THEM,
not other way around.

about customer communication
during COVID-19.
This will never change:
Be honest. Be on time. Give them
value. Care.
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Obviously, during this
crisis we want to live up to what
we teach. If you are a business
owner and need assistance,
or a second set of eyes on a
communication that you want
to send out, get in contact with
us at info@yuloffCreative.com.
If you want a free 30-minute
“Get Focused Success” session
on the phone, connect with us at
FreeMarketingConsultation.com.
Hank and Sharyn Yuloff
are business coaches specializing
in marketing, sales and human
resources.

S

Pull Back
The Curtain

Discover Proven Ways to
Save Time and Money on
Your Sales and Marketing.
Get Results Now!

Today! Go to
FreeMarketingConsultation.com

BURNT TOASTMASTERS
Seeking New Members!
Meet Every Thursday 7-9 am
Label’s Table Deli
19005 Ventura Blvd., Encino
Interested? Call Ron Rosate
818.284.0275

banking done different

Continue to communicate
with each client as they
prefer to be contacted.
5. What are some remote/
virtual solutions for tracking
customer communications?
We suggest that each
incoming communication from a
client be responded to as quickly
as possible, EVEN IF that
response is “We received your
message and will get back to you
by TIME, DATE”
6. What are some
examples
of
companies
effectively
communicating
during coronavirus?
The
best
communications
we
have
received are those companies
that are being of service. Our
second business is a promotional
product company. This morning,
one of the companies we buy
from offered 10 free face masks
if we bounced back our shipping
number.
7. Is there any one thing
that business owners should know

When Crisis Calls, We Answer
Kinecta is here for our communities during challenging times.
We offer a variety of ways to help you keep more money in your pocket so you can
focus on other things.
• Pay-off high interest rate credit cards
• Lower your car payments

• Reduce your mortgage payments
• Tap into equity from your home or auto

With our secure online, mobile, and digital banking solutions,
you can access and move your money safely during this time.
Visit us online at kinecta.org or call 800.854.9846.
Warner Center, 21440 Victory Blvd., Woodland Hills, CA 91367

24862-03/20
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Stretch Out Your Tension

HEALTH & FITNESS

By Allie Priore
Hope you are hanging
in there Encino! What a wild
few weeks it has been. With all
the chaos in the world it can be
hard to find ways to relax. It is a
stressful and overwhelming time
which takes a physical toll on our
bodies. More so, we are having
to stay at home in this quarantine
which means we are sitting and
lounging a lot more than we are
used to.
As a result our bodies

may begin to feel stiff or tight
from lack of movement. It is
important to find ways to release
stress from our bodies and to
release the tension in our muscles
and joints that is building up from
a lack of mobility. I want to share
a few of my favorite stretches that
will help you feel more opened,
aligned, and looser in your body
as well as clearer in the mind.
Try each stretch for
about 30 second intervals. See if
with every breath you can release

a little deeper into your muscles.

1.

Seated

Stretch: Sit nice and tall with legs
crossed. Cross one arm straight
across chest and hook other arm
underneath. Pull straight arm in
toward body for a nice shoulder
release. Be sure to do both arms.

Shoulder

Your whitest teeth.
Not in three months.
Not in three weeks.
By tonight.
Introducing Zoom!
Professional Teeth Whitening Centers.
The revolutionary new way
to whiten your teeth.

Now there’s a whole new way to whiten your teeth.
Without spending weeks with a bleaching kit or so-called whitening toothpaste.
Zoom!’s remarkable new technology is so effective, it can safely and gently
whiten your teeth to their ultimate natural whiteness - in just one visit.
And the results are guaranteed to your satisfaction. Just call Zoom! today.
And you could have whiter teeth by tonight.

2. Seated Upper Back
Stretch: Sit with knees bent and
feet flat on the floor. Reach hands
under and between legs for the
opposite shin. Start sitting tall
with a flat back. Round your
upper back as you pull your belly
button up to your spine. You will
gently pull away from the legs
to find that deep release in your
upper back.

Joseph P. Sciarra, D.D.S.
22554 Ventura Blvd., Suite 102
Woodland Hills 818.224.2970

3. Seated Forward Fold:
Sit with both legs outstretched
long in front of you. Flex your
feet and reach for your toes
with a flat back to release your
hamstrings on the backs of your
legs as well as your low back.

Absolute Pilates Upstairs
21208 Costanso Street Suite 2
Woodland Hills, CA
818 226-0695
absolutepilatesupstairs.com
- Conni Ponturo

4. Seated Side Body
Stretch: Sit with legs crossed.
Reach right arm up and over to
the left creating a long line in
your right side body for a yummy
release. Be sure to pull your right
shoulder away from your ear and
your right hip back to the floor to
create as much length as possible
in your body. Repeat on the left
side.

5. Figure 4 Stretch: Lay
on your back. Bring bent legs off
the floor into a tabletop position.
Cross your right foot over the
left knee making a Figure 4.
Keep your feet flexed and gently
press right knee forward and pull
your left leg toward you. Enjoy
the release in your right hip and
glute. Repeat on left side.

6. Child’s Pose Stretch:
Sit with knees bent and make sure
your knees are wide apart. Fall
hands out in front of you until
arms are outstretched. Pull your
hips toward your heels and your
shoulders away from the ears.
Enjoy a release in the hips, low
back, and lats.
Last issue we talked
about how important movement
is during this quarantine. That
still remains true and I encourage
you to find movement every day.
However, do not forget that the
recovery is just as important as
the movement itself.
I would almost argue
that right now taking the time
to stretch and release is almost
more important. Take advantage
of the time you have right now to
build up good habits for releasing
stress and tension. It does not take
long — just about 10 minutes of
your day. Try incorporating this
right when you wake up or just
before going to bed. You will
notice that not only do you feel
better physically but you will also
feel a mental release as well. Stay
strong Encino, we’ve got this.
Remember this too is temporary
and we are moving through it all
together.
Allie Priore is a certified
Pilates instructor in the LA area.
You can catch her teaching live
30-minute Pilates mat classes
on Instagram Thursdays and
Saturdays at 10:30 am at @
avenir_losangeles.

T:10”
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The cancer experts you trust,
now closer to you.
Cedars-Sinai Cancer Care Available In Tarzana
Cedars-Sinai is bringing comprehensive cancer care right to your neighborhood.
Now, getting the care you need is more convenient than ever with medical oncology,
radiation oncology, surgical oncology and imaging all under one roof.

1-800-CEDARS-1

Most insurance plans accepted.

cedars-sinai.org/valley

© 2020 Cedars-Sinai

T:14”

18133 Ventura Blvd, Tarzana, CA 91356
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HEALTH & FITNESS

Suddenly 65 Offers Seniors Resources

The Suddenly 65 newsletter regularly provides seniors valuable information and resources
seniors need, while providing activities to keep them active and busy.
Due to Covid-19 and the higher risk of infection and complications to seniors, the editors are
cautioning readers against going out in public. So this week and next they are offering ways to connect
with other people in ways that don’t expose them to the public. Visit Suddenly65.com to subscribe to the
newsletter and find the helpful resources.

Visit Suddenly65.com to subscribe!

FOR A FREE DIGITAL SUBSCRIPTION
Email “Register Me” to
EncinoEnterprise@gmail.com

Absolute Pilates Offers Virtual
Pilates Classes Through Zoom

Looking to stay active while stuck at home? Need to stretch out your tight muscles from sitting
on the couch all day? Having trouble falling asleep because your mind is just too overwhelmed? Conni
Ponturo of Absolute Pilates Upstairs is offering virtual Pilates mat classes on Monday, Wednesday, Friday
and Saturdays at 11 am through Zoom. For just $10 a class, Ponturo will guide you through a 50-minute
group class to tone and stretch your muscles. Offering a variety of daily and weekly passes, those interested
can visit store.conniponturomedia.com to purchase classes. In Conturo’s words, “Being stuck at home
doesn’t mean you have to give up being healthy.” For more information on the resources Conturo offers
as well as class options, visit absolutepilatesupstairs.com.

Encino Hospital Needs Donations of
Gloves and Masks

In the midst of the
Covid-19 emergency, one of the
biggest factors to fight the virus
is the availability of resources.
The Encino Neighborhood
Council is reaching out to
Encino residents and businesses
to ask their help in providing
any spare supplies that could
aid Encino Hospital health care
workers and first responders

in their fight. Some of the most
crucial items needed are gloves
and masks.
Encino Neighborhood
Council is asking if any dentists
or small medical offices that have
greatly reduced their operating
hours can spare a box of supplies
if possible. If you or some
business owner you know could
donate just one box of gloves

and masks from their facility,
someone from the council will
coordinate a pick-up. If you can
donate more that is appreciated
also, but the Council wants to
ensure your own business is fully
stocked when able to resume
operations.
Those
who
have
materials that can be donated are
asked to email the President of the
Encino Neighborhood Council at
president@encinonc.org.

COVID-19
Testing

Are you experiencing
severe symptoms that you
may believe are reflective of
coronavirus? While there is testing
in Los Angeles, the availabilty is
limited and an individual must
meet certain requirements at the
moment to be eligible for testing.
These tests are strictly
limited to residents of Los Angeles
County who are symptomatic and
who are in the most high-risk
categories and most vulnerable.
Individuals eligible for
testing at this time include:
* Those with symptoms
who are 65 and older
* Those with symptoms
who have underlying chronic
health conditions
* Those who are subject
to a mandatory 14 day quarantine
period due to a confirmed
COVID-19 exposure (with more
than seven days of quarantine
remaining).
If you believe you are
eligible and need to be tested,
visit
lacovidprod.service-now.
com/rrs to fill out a personal
questionnaire and schedule an
available appointment.
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You are our community. We are your hospitals.
Our San Fernando Valley hospitals and physicians are committed
to creating healthy communities. We’re here when you need us.
Encino Hospital Medical Center

Sherman Oaks Hospital

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

24-Hour Emergency Department
Acute Rehabilitation Services
Outpatient Rehabilitation Services
Gastrointestinal Services
Geriatric Psychiatric Services
Imaging/Radiology Services
Laboratory Services
Multi-Specialty Surgical Services
Primary Stroke Center
Subacute Nursing Care Center

24-Hour Emergency Department
Cardiac Cath Lab Services
Center for Reconstruction and Wound Healing
Hyperbaric Oxygen Therapy
Gastrointestinal Services
Geriatric Psychiatric Services
Imaging/Radiology Services
Laboratory Services
Multi-Specialty Outpatient Clinic
Multi-Specialty Surgical Services
Primary Stroke Center
Subacute Nursing Care Center

16237 Ventura Boulevard
Encino, CA 91436

4929 Van Nuys Boulevard
Sherman Oaks, CA 91403

818-995-5000
encinomed.org

818-981-7111
shermanoakshospital.org
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ENTERTAINMENT CALENDAR
brought to you by

IT’S ALL
HERE!
These Westfield Topanga
and Village eateries are open
and available to serve you with
take out or delivery options.

Encino Eateries Open
For Delivery and Take Out
Robek’s Fresh Fruit
& Smoothies
4922 Balboa Blvd.
(747) 282-3322
9 am to 6 pm Daily
Takeout: Yes
Delivery: Yes

Mulberry Street Pizza
17040 Ventura Blvd.
(818) 906-8881
11 am to 10 pm Daily
Takeout: Yes
Delivery: Yes

Jerry’s Famous Deli
16650 Ventura Blvd.
(818) 906-1800
9 am to 8 pm Daily
Takeout: Yes
Delivery: GrubHub

Delmonico’s
16358 Ventura Blvd.
(818) 986-0777
11 am to 8 pm Daily
Takeout: Yes
Delivery: DoorDash

Chili’s Grill & Bar
17240 Ventura Blvd.
(818) 906-8469
11 am to 9:30 pm Daily
Takeout: Yes, Curbside
Delivery: DoorDash,
alcohol delivery

Claudine Artisan
Kitchen & Bakeshop
16350 Ventura Blvd.
(818) 616-3838
8 am to 6 pm Daily
Takeout: Yes
Delivery: Postmates,
CPK Encino
DoorDash, UberEats
16100 Ventura Blvd.
				
(818) 907-7783
Buca di Beppo		
11 am to 7 pm (M-T)
17500 Ventura Blvd.
11 am to 8 pm (Fri/Sat/Sun)
(818) 995-3288
Takout: Yes, Curbside
11 am to 9 pm Daily
Delivery: Yes
Takeout: Yes
Delivery: Yes
Maria’s Italian Kitchen
$30 mininum order
16608 Ventura Blvd.
(818) 783-2920
Lusy’s Mediterranean
11:30 am to 8 pm (M-F)
Cafe & Grill		
4 pm to 8 pm (Sat/Sun)
16200 Ventura Blvd.
Takeout: Yes
(818) 849-5653
Delivery: Yes, $7.95 fee
10 am to 8 pm (Mon-Wed)
10 am to 9 pm (Thurs-Fri)
Philly’s Best
11 am to 9 pm (Sat)
17200 Ventura Blvd.
Takeout: Yes
(818) 990-0977
Delivery: Yes
11 am to 9 pm Daily
Takeout: Yes
Katsu-Ya
Delivery: DoorDash,
16542 Ventura Blvd.
Grubhub, Postmates
(818) 788-2396
12 pm to 9 pm Daily
Chick-Fil-A
Takeout: Yes
17660 Ventura Blvd.
Delivery: No
(818) 881-8287
6 am to 10 pm (Mon-Sat)
Coral Tree Cafe
Closed Sundays
17499 Ventura Blvd.
Takeout: Yes
(818) 789-8733
Delivery: No
9 am to 8 pm Daily
Takeout: Yes
Cho Cho San
Delivery: Yes
4924 Balboa Blvd.
(818) 981-4664
Fat Sal’s Deli
11 am to 8:30 pm (M-T)
16901 Ventura Blvd.
11:30 am to 9 pm (Fri/Sat)
(855) 682-4373
11:30 am to 8 pm (Sun)
11 am to 12 am Daily
Takeout: Yes
Takeout: Yes
Delivery: DoorDash
Delivery: Postmates
Dunkin Donuts
The Stand
4920 Balboa Blvd.
17000 Ventura Blvd.
(818) 995-0555
(818) 788-2700
5 am to 7 pm Daily
11 am to 8 pm Daily
Hours Changing Soon- Call
Takeout: Yes
Takeout: Yes
Delivery: DoorDash,
Delivery: GrubHub
Postmates

Paris Baguette
17136 Ventura Blvd.
(818) 817-0048
8 am to 8 pm Daily
Takeout: Yes
Delivery: No
Panda Express
17200 Ventura Blvd.
(213) 634-3178
10:30 am to 7 pm (M-Sat)
11 am to 9 pm (Sunday)
Takeout: No
Delivery: DoorDash,
GrubHub
Yamato
17200 Ventura Blvd.
(818) 905-9920
2 pm to 9 pm (M-F)
2 pm to 10 pm (Sat & Sun)
Takeout: Yes
Delivery: No
Crumble Patisserie
17233 Ventura Blvd.
(818) 469-6270
9 am to 8 pm Daily
Making Cakes Only
EuroAsia
17209 Ventura Blvd.
(818) 205-9311
12 pm to 6 pm (M-S)
Closed Sundays
Takeout: Yes
Delivery: Yes
McDonald’s
17641 Ventura Blvd.
(818) 995-0052
15700 Ventura Blvd.
(818) 784-0117
5 am to Midnight (pickup)
24/7 Drive Thru
Takeout: Yes
Delivery: UberEats
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Shop small and support your local businesses who are still
open and offering either takeout or delivery! While we tried to be as
comprehensive as possible, our apologies if we may have missed your
favorites. Attempts were made to call restaurants directly and check their
social media to confirm their status but many calls were unanswered. Our
effort was to try to help our local eateries stay open, and let our readers
know what resources are available to them.

Menchie’s Frozen Yogurt
17245 Ventura Blvd.
(818) 990-1500
2 pm to 10 pm (M-F)
12 pm to 10 pm (Sat-Sun)
Takeout: Yes
Delivery: Yes
The Nook
17316 Ventura Blvd.
(818) 385-1271
7 am to 3 pm Daily
Takeout: Yes
Delivery: Yes
Okumura Sushi
17302 Ventura Blvd.
(818) 986-9712
11:30 am to 2 pm (T-F)
5 pm to 7 pm (Sun-Thurs)
5 pm to 8 pm (Fri & Sat)
Closed Mondays
Takeout: Yes
Delivery: Yes
Black Bear Diner
18355 Ventura Blvd.
(818) 457-4071
6 am to 9 pm (Sun-Thurs)
6 am to 10 pm (Fri & Sat)
Takeout: Yes
Delivery: DoorDash,
UberEats, Postmates
Kushiyu
18713-15 Ventura Blvd.
(8181) 609-9050
11:30 am to 2:15 pm (M-F)
12 pm to 2 pm (Sat & Sun)
5:30 pm to 10:15 pm (M-T)
5:30 pm to 10:45 pm (F-S)
5 pm to 10 pm (Sun)
Takeout: Yes
Delivery: No

Ameci Encino
15615 Ventura Blvd.
(818) 906-0597
10 am to 9 pm (M-T)
10 am to 10 pm (Sat-Sun)
Takeout: Yes
Delivery: Yes, GrubHub,
Postmates, DoorDash
The Habit
17132 Ventura Blvd.
(818) 783-6162
10:30 am to 9 pm Daily
Takeout: Yes
Delivery: Yes
CiCi’s Cafe
18912 Ventura Blvd.
(818) 881-6704
7:30 am to 3 pm (M-F)
7:30 am to 4 pm (Sat-Sun)
Takeout: Yes
Delivery: No
Fresh Brothers
16060 Ventura Blvd.
(818) 528-2100
11 am to 9 pm (M-W)
11 am to 10 pm (T-Sun)
Delivery: Yes, Grubhub,
Postmates, UberEats,
HungerRush
Takeout: Yes, Curbside
The Spot
17200 Ventura Blvd.
(818) 783-2233
11 am to 11 pm Daily
Takeout: Yes
Delivery: Postmates,
UberEats
Tel Aviv Grill
17201 Ventura Blvd.
(818) 774-9400
Only Phone Orders

Do you know of an Encino
eatery that is still operating but not
on this list? Let us know! We’ll
continue to update it as needed.
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REAL ESTATE

REALTORS
Showcase Your Hot Properties
Here!
Call 818-313-9545
BOB’S LOCKSMITH SHOP
COMMERCIAL HARDWARE
Security Specialist

Get a Quote...We’ll Beat It!
(818) 340-0421 (310) 592-8357

Nighttrek: What to See in the
April Sky

By Neill Simmons
The highlight of April
is the opportunity to see the
super bright planet Venus in the
beautiful star cluster, the
“Pleiades.”
Look west after
8:30 pm. This event can
be seen with the naked
eye, however binoculars
will reveal more details.
The star cluster is also
known as the “Seven
Sisters.” Although there
are more than 1,000 stars
in this cluster, we only
see the six biggest with
our naked eye. April
2, 3, and 4 are the best
nights.
April 8 finds
us with another “Super
Moon.” This is the “Super
Egg Moon.” It is always great
to watch this Moon at twilight,
when it is at its biggest size and
rising above the horizon in the

east.

April 10 we get a chance
to see the elusive “Zodiac Light”
behind the bright planet Venus in

the west. This is a mass of faint,
diffuse, and triangular white
interplanetary dust that is causing
this phenomenon. Go out and
look after 9 pm.
Mark April 26 on your
calendar when the beautiful, thin
crescent Moon will be next to
the awesome planet Venus in the
west. Nearby Venus is the bright
orange star Aldebaran. This trio
will make a great sight. Also,
notice that Venus gets higher and
higher and brighter each night in
April.
On April 22 sit outside
and see if you can spot a meteor
or two. Then go to bed and set
the alarm for 4 am which is the
peak time of the LYRID meteor
shower. Stay warm. Chinese
texts mention this meteor shower
happened 2,500 years ago! Thus,
this is the oldest known meteor
shower in recorded history.
Every night in April is
a great time to see the famous
zodiac constellation, “Leo the
Lion.”
In Greek mythology,
Hercules was given “Twelve
Labors,” the first of which was
to kill the Leo the Lion. The
constellation honors his success.
Leo is one of the most easily seen
constellations of the 88 patterns
of stars in the night sky.
DAWN PATROL: If you
are up before the Sun comes up,

go outside and look east. Behold
the four naked eye planets which
are easy to see: Jupiter, Mars,
Saturn, and Mercury. Go out on

the morning of the 14th, when
the thin, crescent Moon joins the
planets to make a great sight!

April 10 we get a chance
to see the elusive “Zodiac
Light” behind the bright
planet Venus in the west.
Astronomy News: A
new planet 640 light years away
was discovered and it has rain.
However this rain is actually tiny
pellets of iron instead of water!
Prince had purple rain, this is
hard rain!
Also in the news,
astronomers think Mars has OIL!
A new reason to go there.
When not star gazing,
Neill Simmons is a wealth advisor
with LPL Financial in Woodland
Hills. If you have any questions,
he may be reached at (818) 9362626 or at neill.simmons@lpl.
com.

Coronavirus: Can I Still Sell My
Home During this Pandemic?

By Kevin Pike
Who
ever
thought
we’d all be where we are just a
couple of months ago? With this
new
COVID-19
pandemic racing
through
the
country, and the
entire world, we
need to now take
precautions
to
help contain this
virus as quickly as
possible.
Just
a
couple of months
ago the housing
market in Los
Angeles was strong
with demand and
prices on the rise.
With the onset of COVID-19,
much has changed.
However, as of today at
least, this has primarily affected
the procedure in selling and
buying homes, while home prices
have not yet taken a hit.
We still don’t know if
there will be a world recession
and if so, how intense it may
become. Prices do have a
potential of greatly dipping if a
recession lingers and becomes
severe. But as of this writing,
prices are holding in place with
demand still strong.
What has changed
greatly is the proper procedure in
which we now are required to sell

and shop for homes. Open houses
are now forbidden and we’re
relying more on drive-bys and
virtual tours. It’s difficult to fully

get the feel of a property through
videos and photos as they often
look much better online than in
person, but still provide an idea
as to the interior and overall look
of the property.
When selling your
home there are also many new
procedures we must follow to
help keep everyone safe.
First,
it’s
more
important than ever to have an
excellent video tour produced
by a reputable company. The
video, along with floor plans and
extensive online marketing, will
help attract the right demographic
to your particular home. Every
home has the right buyer and

it’s a matter of being smarter in
finding that one buyer.
When it does come time
to actually show a vetted and
qualified buyer
your
home,
it’s imperative
to keep the
showing to a
small number
of people at
a time, while
w e a r i n g
masks, gloves
and
foot
booties. This
will help assure
the safety of
the residence
as well as
the potential
buyers.
Therefore, as of now it is
still a good time to sell, certainly
before the economy takes a turn
for the worst. Just be smart and
follow the appropriate guidelines
in place.
Kevin is a Senior Real
Estate Specialist with Coldwell
Banker Great Valleys working
with seniors to help them achieve
better living environments as they
outgrow their homes.
He also works with
buyers and sellers of all ages!
He can be reached at (818) 5711508. REALTOR® with Coldwell
Banker Greater Valleys CalDRE
#01990544.
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The Next Issue of the
Encino Enterprise Will Be
Out On April 16
Need to Find a
Better Place to
Call Home?
Tired of climbing stairs? Does your home
require too much maintenance?
“Selling your home is more than just selling a house.
It’s about helping you find a better place to call home.
My personalized care has helped many seniors find
their most ideal living environments.”
Call me today to help you or your loved one find
your next dream home and a much better living
environment! Helping first-time buyers to seniors!
CalDRE #01990544

I’m Your Certified Seniors
Real Estate Specialist.®

Kevin Pike
REALTOR®
(818) 571-1508
KevinPike@ColdwellBanker.com

*
* (Except 6200 Canoga Avenue)

*except 6200 Canoga
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Schedule a
little
time

See UCLA doctors in your neighborhood
Making your health a priority is now easier than ever. With primary and specialty care locations
in Encino, UCLA doctors are where you need us, when you need us. Because when it comes to
your health, we go out of our way to make sure you never have to.
• Family Medicine

• Dermatology

• Pain Medicine

• Internal Medicine

• Digestive Diseases

• Plastic Surgery

• Pediatrics

• Endocrinology

• Pulmonary Medicine

• Allergy & Immunology

• Hematology/Oncology

• Radiology

• Cardiology

• Infectious Diseases

• Rheumatology

• Critical Care Medicine

• Nephrology

• Sleep Medicine

• Orthopedic Surgery

• Sports Medicine

15503 Ventura Blvd., Suites 150, 170, 340 Encino, CA 91436
1-800-UCLA-MD1 (1-800-825-2631)

uclahealth.org/encino

uclahealth.org/getsocial

EN/ENP

